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In a new blog post, Basecamp CEO Jason Fried apologized to his staff after roughly one-third of the company's workforce resigned amid new policy changes around political and societal discourse at work ...
Basecamp CEO apologizes to staff: 'Last week was terrible'
It is a common part of our public discourse in the Republic of Ireland to say one agrees with, wants, or supports the idea of a “united Ireland”. But why? Why is this necessary? Why does ...
Why is a united Ireland necessary?
Bringing together work from a team of world-renowned scholars, this volume introduces contemporary research on religious discourse from a variety of theoretical and methodological perspectives. It ...
Analysing Religious Discourse
Facebook Inc oversight board's extension of former U.S. President Donald Trump's banishment from the social network failed to settle how it will balance political leaders' freedom of speech and its ...
Analysis: Facebook confronts human rights dilemma on political speech
Greece, it raged, was a perennial underdog exploited by Great Powers. Greek political discourse swelled with the language of grievance and defiance. Athens was angry. Nothing encapsulated this ...
Why Greece is Israel’s latest unlikely friend
But one wouldn’t know it from the largely silent public discourse inside the Jewish state, as the country struggles with numerous internal and external challenges. Its own March 23 election ...
As Palestinian vote looms, Israeli attention is elsewhere. That could backfire
As the U.S. and U.K. vaccinate their populations much faster than initially anticipated, two disparate concepts have been swirling online in English-language vaccine discourse: the moral need for ...
Global Vaccine Equity Is Much More Important Than ‘Vaccine Passports’
From his arrival in Britain in the 1950s and involvement in the New Left, to founding the field of cultural studies and examining race and identity in the ...
Essential Essays, Volume 2: Identity and Diaspora
Still captured from We Will Not Be Silenced webinar at the University of Massachusetts Boston After Heike Schotten, Associate Professor at the University of Massachusetts Boston (UMB), co-organized ...
On the Insidious Discourse of “Terrorism” in the US and How it Functions to Demonize Palestine Advocates and Muslims
But that doesn’t mean it failed, as Charles Lipson argues in this Discourse article. As he correctly notes, when the Court reconvened in 1937, Chief Justice Hughes began to side with the Court ...
FDR’s Court-Packing Scheme Reconsidered
“Dark money is completely dominating the discourse,” he said. The money (and the influence it buys) are especially problematic because there’s no way to know who’s behind it and what their ...
Bill aims to shine light on dark money in Arkansas judge races
Academics, scholars and intellectual generate critical analysis. From the late Fela Anikulapo-Kuti to the late Gani Fawehinmi, from Wole Soyinka to Odia Ofeimun, from Tam David West to Burna Boy ...
Social discourse and the Toyin Falola interviews: Matters Arising
Turning a blind eye to the realities of racial injustice, the highly orchestrated right-wing attacks cast a body of scholarship about race in the law as a great threat to American society.
The War on Critical Race Theory
Ra’am will consider supporting a bill for a special election for prime minister, a proposal floated by Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and his allies on the right to ensure Netanyahu’s ...
Ra’am says it could back direct premiership vote, derides far-right ‘incitement’
Earlier this week, Tom Verducci of Sports Illustrated waded into this discourse with a long-form ... and engaged in some close textual analysis. So, what did I find? For starters, despite a ...
On Tom Verducci, pace of play, and baseball’s true problems
Calling for answers from the Sinn Féin leader, Minister for Higher Education Simon Harris said: “Social media is an important platform for public discourse and for debate and for politicians ...
McDonald faces questions over SF’s Facebook practices and voter database
This whole idea is the bedrock of the discourse between those that are for ... Here is what our own David Howman had to say about him generally. The story of Marlon Tuipulotu so far is one of ...
The Athletic’s seven-round mock draft is all about defensive help early on for the Dallas Cowboys
In recent months, the policy and practice of political deployment into the state has become a topical issue in public discourse. It has been thrust into the spotlight due to two recent events in ...
DAVID MAIMELA: The blessing and curse of political deployment
On March 29, at a virtual meeting hosted by the London School of Economics before the 2021 World Bank-IMF Spring Meetings, World Bank President David Malpass ... the same discourse at the Spring ...
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